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Head First StatisticsO'Reilly, 2008
Wouldn't it be great if there were a statistics book that made histograms, probability distributions, and chi square analysis more enjoyable than going to the dentist? Head First Statistics brings this typically dry subject to life, teaching you everything you want and need to know about statistics through engaging, interactive, and...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...
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Photoshop 6 for Windows BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The totally revised update to the classic bestseller (over 40K of the current edition in print), providing everything a Windows user needs to know to learn and become expert with the latest release of Adobe Photoshop. Author and premier Photoshop guru Deke McClelland once again delivers the most comprehensive, informative, and entertaining coverage...
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Understanding Search Engines: Mathematical Modeling and Text Retrieval (Software, Environments, Tools), Second EditionSIAM, 2005
“There is no other information retrieval/search book where the heart is the mathematical foundations. This book is greatly needed to further establish information retrieval as a serious academic, as well as practical and industrial, area."  	---Jaime Carbonell, Carnegie Mellon University.    “Berry and Browne describe most of what...
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Office 2016 For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Keep up with the latest Office technologies, and learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Office 2016!


	Office 2016 For Seniors For Dummies is the ideal resource for learning the fundamentals of the Microsoft Office suite. You'll explore the functionality of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, establishing basic...
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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...
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Foundation Flash Cartoon AnimationFriends of Ed, 2007
Whether you are an experienced Flash designer or developer looking for a guide to doing animation in Flash, or a novice to Flash who is looking for an effective way to create and distribute animations, this book will prove invaluable to you.  Covering every aspect of Flash animation, the book is a fast-paced yet thorough review of the Flash...
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Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...
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Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2002
For expert, Macromedia-certified training on how to use Macromedia Fireworks MX to create Web pages, you'll want to head straight to the source. Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the Source includes 12 lessons and 16 hours of instruction designed to show you, step-by-step, how to create a Web site in Macromedia Fireworks MX. Over the course of...
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Theoretical Introduction to ProgrammingSpringer, 2005
Including easily digested information about fundamental techniques and concepts in software construction, this book is distinct in unifying pure theory with pragmatic details. Driven by generic problems and concepts, with brief and complete illustrations from languages including C, Prolog, Java, Scheme, Haskell and HTML.  This book is intended to...
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Head First JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2008
So you're ready to make the leap from writing HTML and CSS web pages to creating dynamic web applications. You want to take your web skills to the next level. And you're finally ready to add "programmer" to the resume. It sounds like you're ready to learn the Web's hottest programming language: JavaScript. Head First JavaScript...
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